Project Presentation Schedule

A few important notes:
- Each team has exactly 10 minutes: 8 minutes for the presentation, 2 minutes for Q&A from the audience. Rehearse your presentation if you want to be sure of your timing.
- Make sure your computer setup works with the room's projector (and the audio system, if necessary). Please test this well ahead of the session. We're on a tight schedule, so there is no time to troubleshoot your setup.
- All team members should be present for the entire session in which your team is presenting.

Session 1 (Wed 15.15-17.00, Ruppert Paars)

05 Image style transfer
06 Music genres
07 Mario levels
08 Sign language

09 Image GAN
12 Movie posters
15 Deepfake detection
16 Clickbait

Session 2 (Fri 13.15-15.00, Ruppert 042)

01 Pokemon clustering
02 Reddit sarcasm
03 Skin cancer
04 Cloud formations

17 Playing Bomberman
18 Mammography screening
19 Cuisine types

Session 3 (Fri 15.15-17.00, BOL 1.022)

10 Face emotions
11 Playing games
13 Pneumonia
14 Dutch sarcasm

20 Fine-grained classification
21 Playing Mario
22 Wikipedia articles
23 Robot hand